A theorem of Bourgain states that the harmonic measure for a domain in R d is supported on a set of Hausdor dimension strictly less than d 2].
1 Introduction Let (S n ) n2N be a simple random walk in Z d starting at x 2 Z d , i.e., S 0 = x and P x (S n+1 ? S n = e) = 1 2d ; kek = 1; n 2 N: (k : k denotes the Euclidian distance, i.e., kxk = is supported on a set of Hausdor dimension strictly less than d to the discrete case, and the proof of Theorem (B) is inspired by Jones and Makarov 5] who also treat continuous harmonic measure.
(2) The analogous theorems hold for harmonic measure conditioned on the event that A is reached, and also for harmonic measure from in nity: Let A;x (y) = P x (S A = yj A < 1); (2), (A') follows, and (A") follows from (A') with (2) . Similarly we have the analogs of Theorem (B).
(3) Our theorem improves a result of Benjamini 1] . In fact, it implies the following weaker statement (which is still stronger than 1]): There exists (d) < d, such that for any " > 0 there is an N(") such that for any n > N("), any x 2 Z d , and any A Q d (n) = f1; : : : ; ng d there is a setÃ A with !(A;Ã; x) > !(A; A; x) ? " and jÃj < "n :
The analogous statements hold for harmonic measure conditioned on the event that A is reached, and also for harmonic measure from in nity. Note that it is in general impossible thatÃ carries the full mass: Considering for example (for even n) A = f1; 3; 5; : : :; n ? 1g d , the only set having full mass (for x 6 2 A) is A, and jAj = (n=2) d .
(4) The dependence of the exponent on for 2-dimensional simple random walk paths A (the \multifractal spectrum of the harmonic measure for A") has been studied by Lawler 8] . Also for d = 2, there is another result of Lawler 7] which gives more information on the support of harmonic measure from in nity A;1 for connected sets. Proof. Start the construction of by putting 0 (fxg) = 1 for all x 2 A and 0 (fxg) = 0 for x 2 A c . Choose your favorite l and consider the cubes of C 1 . If for some C 2 C 1 0 (C) > jCj =d , reduce the density on the points of C uniformly such that 1 (C) = jCj =d . Continue in this way. After nitely many steps no further reduction will occur, since k (C) jAj for all C and k and jAj < l K for K large enough. Put = K . satis es (C) jCj =d for all C 2 C and therefore we have (7) .
Discrete Hausdor measure
From the construction of , each point a 2 A is contained in a cube C with (C ) = jC j =d . If there are several such cubes, choose the largest one. With this (disjoint) covering fC g we obtain
with (4). This proves (8).
2 puts more mass on boundary points than on interior points. Thus it is useful for estimating the harmonic measure, which is concentrated on the boundary. For d = 2, the analogous construction using instead of the Green's function G the potential kernel a with the estimates (10) does the job.
2 Choose now q so that Lemma 2 holds. Second case: All subcubes Q C, Q 2 C j?1 , satisfy (15). Since the probability of running into A before leaving Q is everywhere high, it is hard for the random walk to enter much into the cube before having run into A, i.e., the harmonic measure of the cubes deep inside C will be very small. From the strong Markov property (see for example 6], Theorem 1.3.2) we obtain These estimates, together with (19) and (20), yield (L).
It remains to prove (21) and (22): Let y 2 @C 1 . Consider the cubeQ formed from 2 d subcubes Q 2 C j?1 of C \around" y, i.e., the side length ofQ is 2l j?1 , and the distance of y from the center ofQ is l j?1 =2 + 1 (see Fig. 1 The proof of (22) is analogous: for y 2 @C k?1 , putQ to be the cube consisting of 2 d subcubes of C \around" y. ThenQ \ C k = ; andQ C. Thus !(A C k ; C k ; y) = P y ( A C k < 1; S A C k 2 C k ) = P y ( A C k < 1) ? P y ( A C k < 1; S A C k 2 A n C k ) 1 ? P y ( Q < Qc 1; 9t 2 Q ; Qc ) with S t 2 A) 1 ? c 4 ;
with the same argument as above.
2.5 Proof of Theorem (A)
Let now > 0 and n > N( ) (to be chosen below). Let A Q d (n), x 2 Z d , and let k 2 N be such that l k n > l k ?1 . To the lower bound N( ) there will correspond a K such that N( ) = l K . We construct Bourgain's tree T : starting with C 0 = f1; : : : ; l k g d 2 C k , we associate to each (L)-cube C 2 C j its l d subcubes in C j?1 , and to each (H)-cube we associate a family fC g with C C, A \ C S C , and P jC j =d < jCj =d (which exists according to Lemma 3).
The elements of the tree are labeled by complexes = ( 1 ; : : : ; k ): C 0 has the label = ( 1 ) = (0), its descendants have the label = ( 1 ; 2 ) = (0; 2 ), and so on.
We stop the decomposition when the cube is in C 1 or C 0 (because then Lemma 3 doesn't apply any more). Thus each branch is at most k long. Denote by jk the restriction of to the rst k digits. Ifk is the length of , we call C j1 ; C j2 ; : : : ; C jk?1 the \ancestors" of C . Let T denote the set of the labels of the nal cubes. We have 
